Harris in which Crane opines that "I do not think that much can be done with the Bowery as long as the . . . [blurred] ... are in their present state of conceit.
A person who thinks himself superior to the rest of us because he has no job and no pride and no clean clothes is as badly conceited as Lillian Russell. In a story of mine called 'An Experiment in Misery' I tried to make plain that the root of Bowery life is a sort of cowardice. Perhaps I mean a lack of ambition or to willingly be knocked flat and accept the licking." These redoubtable apothegms do not exist in drafts of this letter in the typescripts of Beer' s book, and the letter is a demonstrable fabrication; it was written by Thomas Beer, not Stephen Crane. While Crane may in part have shared such sentiments, his view of the human condition was always ambiguous and paradoxical, and he had an aversion to preachy, doctrinaire statements. Unfortunately, Beer's spurious letters and incidents have spread like a computer virus through Crane biography and criticism, and their origin is often overlooked. The result is a seriously distorted view of Stephen Crane's life and literary vision. as forming a "composite author," an argument that adds to the growing discussion about collaborative writing, often dismissed as less important than the single-author texts historically valued by the "patriarchal publishing tradition." Romines offers a nuanced examination of the strategies created by Wilder and Lane to balance their series between patriarchal traditions, on the one hand, and on the other, their need to tell a woman's story that questioned those traditions. Neither Wilder nor Lane wanted to reject or humiliate the father figures so central to the Little House books (Charles Ingalls and Almanzo Wilder), and yet, in the books and in the lives of the Ingalls and Wilder families, it is the women's skills that enabled family survival. Romines convincingly argues that the Little House series as a whole "reclaims wider powers of action and language for twentieth-century U.S. women" because the hero of the series is a "girl who will become a writer" (247), a radical shift in focus for fiction about westward expansion.
Constructing the Little House moves between two cultural moments: the mid-to late nineteenth-century setting of the Little House books themselves, and the Depression years when Wilder and Lane began writing together. One of the reasons for the books' immediate popularity, Romines argues, is that the books were perceived as "invaluable . . . resource [s] " that could help the nation return to an idealized pioneer sensibility of frugality and self-sufficiency. Implicit in this pioneering sensibility, however, are the patriarchal structures of U.S. expansionism, sexism, racism, and economic injustice, all of which are presences in the Little House books. Romines does not shy away from these "perennially troubling" issues, particularly the question ofthe Ingalls family's encounters with Native Americans. She contends that Pa's admiration for some Indians, combined with Laura's outright longing for the freedom of Indian life, offset Ma's racist condemnations of Native Americans. The Little House books offer their readers a sense of the "the human losses that were implicit in settler-Indian relations" and give voice to the tragedy that undergirds "the bright romance of expansion and acculturation"(74).
Romines thus reads the Little House books as a counter-narrative to the mythic, romanticized story of U.S. westward expansion.
Romines is equally astute in her discussion of the complicated presentation of gender roles in the series. The novels consistently valorize Pa as the voice of authority and adventure, but Ma's endlessly performed domestic labors are vitally necessary to family survival. Occasionally it is Ma's skill that earns much-needed money, as when she decides to charge the endless stream of boarders staying with the family in On the Shores ofSilver Lake. Throughout the series, however, Pa is the most vocal and Ma "speaks for silence," a lesson that Laura works hard to learn. But even as we are reading the story of a woman whose father, and then her husband, are the voices of authority, it is Laura who writes their story-her voice has the last word.
This incisive, well-written study accomplishes an almost impossible task:
it makes books that many of us know by heart seem brand-new. Romines achieves this by deftly weaving trenchant cultural criticism and textual analysis together with her own childhood memories about reading the Little House books. These autobiographical reflections deepen her analysis by acting as case studies in the enduring power of these texts and invite the reader to return to her own memories, newly illuminated by Romines' insights. Constructing the Little House brings the Little House books off the shelf of "children's literature" and adds an important new dimension to our understanding of the complex relationship between gender and culture in U.S. literature.
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Salmon, Richard. Henry James and the Culture ofPublicity. Cambridge:
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For some time now critics have argued persuasively that Henry James's antipathy to the commercialization of late-nineteenth-century Anglo-American culture obscured his own accomodation to-or complicity with-an emergent mass culture. Richard Salmon's Henry James and the Culture ofPublicity builds on this body of criticism and provides an acccount of how James responded to the burgeoning "culture of publicity" of his time. According to Salmon, James "explicitly and intentionally elaborated" the "pervasive forms of publicity" that he saw as "symptomatic of mass culture" (2-3). This book provides a salutary corrective to the tendency in at least some new historicist work to collapse the distance between imaginative fiction and the market or mass culture. Rather than deny any possibility of critical agency, Salmon describes James's fictional practice as a powerful (and relatively successful) form of immanent critique.
Drawing on the work of Jürgen Habermas and Richard Sennett, Salmon situates James's fiction within an historical transition from the bourgeois public sphere of salons and coffee houses in the eighteenth century to the "mass public" of modern print culture and media in the twentieth. Modern publicity "may be said to reconfigure the geography of cultural space" (1), he argues, and James delineated this reconfiguration in his fiction from the 1880s on.
Salmon predictably stresses the importance of a well-known notebook entry of November 17, 1887, in which James outlined a realist program for representing his age: "One sketches one' s age but imperfectly, if one doesn't touch on that particular matter: the invasion, the impudence and shamelessness, of the newspaper and the interviewer, the devouring publicity of life, the extinction of all sense between public and private" (qtd. on 14). Salmon adopts the notebook entry "as both a template and a justification for the concerns of this study," because it shows that representing publicity was one impetus for
